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Arts Etobicoke
4893A Dundas Street West • 416-622-8731
www.artsetobicoke.com • info@artsetobicoke.com

WHO WE ARE

Arts Etobicoke is a not-for-profit charity and one of Toronto’s 
six local arts service organizations. We provide free accessible 
programming to everyone in West Toronto with a focus on 
developing compelling and engaging programs designed 
with and for our community. We believe in providing equitable 
access to arts and culture programming. Our programs are 
developed with long term sustainability in mind, creatively 
engaging citizens in arts-based community development.  
We celebrate our community through the telling of their 
stories and the inclusion of new community members and  
their cultural practices. 

instagram twitter  @artsetobicoke  
facebook facebook.com/ArtsEtobicoke



LETTER FROM THE BOARD CHAIR AND THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

2020/21 has been a year of twists and turns as we navigated a full year of programming during a pandemic 
while connecting with residents and artists in new and powerful ways. We never imagined 

it was possible to provide community-engaged work remotely.  

We offered in-person programs this year, including 144 workshops 
over six weeks in dance, visual arts, theatre, and music in Wincott Park. 
However, we moved most of our programs online and embraced the 

successes and the joyful moments that came with this change.  
We accommodated more participants in our After School art classes; 

youth were able to attend from all across Etobicoke, and often parents 
and grandparents joined in too. 

Through digital platforms, 43 artists invited us to 
explore their inspiring home studios; we delighted in 
listening to 45 musicians as they performed from their 
porches, bedrooms and kitchens; and we attended 
online gallery openings and talked with artists about 
their work. We experienced connections online that 
we didn’t expect were possible and witnessed the 
emotions elicited from art and human connections 
from the other side of our computer screens. 
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At Arts Etobicoke, these personal and impactful engagements are at the heart of what we do.  
We celebrate people, culture and art and bring communities together to learn and grow. The 
lack of in-person interaction highlighted the important need for our communities to be better 
connected. As communities emerge from the pandemic, exhausted and nervous,  
we are facing increased mental health issues, clear inequities among economic and racialized  
groups, and youth who have missed out on key childhood milestones. Therefore the need 
has intensified for increased accessible education opportunities and arts and recreation 
programming for youth, adults, and seniors.  

We are also faced with funding cuts as COVID-19 relief funding slows and uncertainty still 
wears heavy. So, the next year will be one of the most difficult in our nearly 50-year history. 
How do we weigh the increased need with the economic realities of a post-COVID world?  

These challenges have ignited the determination and passion that the artists, residents, staff, and board at 
Arts Etobicoke all possess. For our communities to collectively recover from this highly stressful and isolating 
time, they need to be able to move forward with confidence and trust. Arts Etobicoke can support this 
recovery by helping people come together to reflect on our experiences, celebrate our accomplishments,  
and grow through learning. Art is a powerful tool that can unite people and help support 
healing, connectedness and well-being. This is a pivotal time that requires hard work and 
resources to meet the growing needs of a community in recovery. 

We are committed to this work and we look forward to continuing to give with  
our time, our hearts, and our art to support the residents of West Toronto. 

Wendy Rading   Dominique Sanguinetti,  
Executive Director   Chair, Board of Directors
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OUR REACH

During the pandemic we dove deep into collecting 
data from our community. We wanted to know 
from where our participants were engaging with 
us and what they wanted more of in regards to 
programming. We found our reach expanded well 
beyond Etobicoke! This shows how much need for 
arts programming there is in the west end of the city. 

This information allows us to develop programs that 
meet the needs and interests of our community. 
Especially during the uncertainty following the 

COVID-19 pandemic and during the recovery period, 
we want to ensure that our community members have 
access to meaningful and impactful programming in 
their own communities.

Etobicoke
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OUR PROGRAMS

We build community through the arts, creating a 
stronger, healthier Etobicoke. We develop our programs 
based on the expressed needs of our community. This 
was more important than ever during the pandemic — 
making sure our community had access to high quality 
arts programming and stayed connected to each other. 

Our best programs are ones that are deeply-rooted in 
the community and are sustained over a long period 
of time. Our communities are stronger and more 
connected because of the work that we do.  

During the lockdowns in 2020 and 2021, we worked 
hard to keep our community connected and help them 
process the pandemic through creative expression. 

Our programs are diverse in disciplines and accessibly 
located throughout Etobicoke and online. We provide 
opportunities for everyone to engage with the arts in 
whichever way they feel comfortable. West Toronto 
artists have a home with us and can display their work, 
grow their practice, and connect with their peers. 
Our connection to our local community and artists only 
makes our programs better, strengthening our classes, 
workshops, and events. 

Children and Youth
After School Arts Classes,  
Saturday Art Classes,  
Arts in Capri Road,  
Arts in KVW,  
Listen 
Up!

Teens
EDGE: Youth Art Show,  
Saturday Arts Classes,  
Juried Art Show,  
Presidents’ Legacy 
Scholarships,  
Beats + Intentions,  
Beats & Codes,  
volunteer and mentorship 
opportunities. 
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Family

Arts in Wincott Park,  
Juried Art Show,  
Art Package Delivery,  
Augmented Reality in  
The Village of Islington,  
Arts in Isolation,  
Digital Arts Programming  
in Cloverdale Hub,  
Local Discovery Tours,  
Wincott Public Art project. 

Adults
Saturday Art Classes,  
Exploring Community Arts and Culture in Etobicoke, 
Ideas Online Workshops,  
Presidents’ Legacy Scholarships,  
Beats + Intentions,  
Online Gallery,  
Local Discovery Tours. 

Seniors
Crafting in Quarantine,  
Juried Art Show,  
community 
exhibitions and 
celebrations,  
Exploring 
Community Arts 
and Culture in 
Etobicoke,  
Ideas Online 
Workshops.

Artists
Artist Celebration,  
Digital Arts Programming in Cloverdale Hub,  
Juried Art Show,  
The North Etobicoke Mural Project,  
Instagram Studio Tours,  
Spotlight Etobicoke,  
professional development opportunities,  
Online Gallery,  
teaching/facilitation opportunities,  
Community Arts Canopy,  
exhibition opportunities,  
Sites of Significance.
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Artist  
studio tours43

57 commissioned 
pieces of art

2020/2021 PROGRAMMING IMPACT AT A GLANCE

new  
programs  
offered

staff presentations 
about our programs 
at conferences, 
workshops, podcasts 
and more... *guesstimate based on average amount  

of times said per meeting

Zoom  
program  
meetings 274

You are  on mute!

Sorry—my cat/dog/

child is here...

Zoom  
Bingo phrases1096+

digital 
artworks 
created54

14
artists paid
in 2020/2021177

workshops  
given 

352 Can you hear me?
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DEVELOPING COMMUNITY THROUGH THE ARTS

The arts have the power to unite communities, bringing people together  
across invisible boundaries and defying cultural norms to share a  

common goal. 

Arts Etobicoke serves one of the most diverse 
and incredible communities in Toronto. 

We work long-term with the community 
to develop programming that meets their 

needs and brings people together to build new 
connections and remove barriers. 

When moving into a new community, our goal is to 
develop sustainable long-term programming. We 
meet with community members through interviews, 
surveys, community consultations, and by attending 
community councils and other events. We work 
with established cultural leaders from within our 
communities and trusted health and community 
centres to connect with local residents. We identify a 
need and the local arts and cultural interests and then 
develop program content based on that knowledge.
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Arts in Wincott Park
Our Summer Series and Park Party 
Model is a three year outreach 
and programming commitment 
to transform a park into a vibrant 

community outdoor hub. The 
Park Party Model sees Arts 
Etobicoke engaging in deep 
level outreach to bring 

multiple community 
members and 
groups together 
to create art. 

Each year includes a series of 
summer programs in addition 
to a piece of public art. All the 
activities culminate in a giant, free 
community celebration featuring 
live performances, arts activities, 
family activities, and free food. 
We ran this program in Bell Manor 
Park in 2017, 2018, and 2019 and 
when we left, our community 
partners were prepared to run the 
programming on their own in 2020. 

For 2020, we moved north to 
Wincott Park in the Kingsview 
Village-The Westway (KVW) 
community. The park is surrounded 
by single family homes and large 
high-density towers and has busy 
pathways that lead to the local 
schools. It was the perfect spot for 
our Park Party Model—except the 
COVID-19 pandemic hit. It was 
important that our communities, 
especially those like KVW who were 
hard hit by the pandemic, were still 
able to connect with each other and 

have access to local programming. 
How could we have the same impact 
while still keeping people safe?  
We had to reimagine!

We transformed the program into 
six weeks of multidisciplinary 
arts micro-workshops.  
We offered 144 workshops 
by over 30 artists during the 
six weeks. The workshops 
were limited in participation 

number to ensure safety for 
participants, artists, and staff. 

We had pylons and tents to 
demarcate safe space, and provided 
masks and sanitizer. We wanted the 
community to feel safe, but to also 
have a fun, creative outlet during a 
stressful time! 

We provided a diversity of 
disciplines and cultural arts practices 
that were familiar to local residents 
as well as introduced new artforms, 
including Kathak (Northern Indian 
Dance), South Asian Embroidery, 
Poetry and Spoken Word, 

Afro-Caribbean Dance, 
Hip-Hop, Breakdancing, 
Improv, and so much 
more. The workshops 
were open to all ages 
and we saw a lot of 
cross cultural exchanges 
as well as intergenerational 
learning, with grandparents 
and seniors participating 
alongside youth. 
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It was a privilege to teach my Drama Dream Series 
and some Percussion Workshops for the families and 
residents of Wincott Park and its surrounding areas. 
I remember the highlights were never ending! It felt 
special to get to know many kids and families that 
would frequent the park week after week. They quickly 
became our star ‘regulars’ and were great 
at demonstrating these new skills and 
taking on more leadership roles in the 
workshops plus spreading the words 
and generating interest with friends who 
didn’t yet know about the free programs 
we were offering. It was amazing also 

as an artist and educator working outdoors and being 
inspired by the other artists surrounding me. I felt lucky 
to be in such good company... Break-dancing to my 
right, improv performance to my left, traditional Indian 

dancing in front of me, and Storytelling behind 
me. One of my fondest memories of our 
time facilitating these outdoor micro 
workshops was teaching a group on 

one side of the park and looking 
across the way to see my husband 
leading another group on the 

other side. It brought me to 
tears to be working alongside 

him in such a beautiful place. As we 
know the pandemic has been so 
difficult for many people especially 
those with barriers to resources and 
support as well as for us as artists 
of the performing arts. It felt like a 
relief to be able to work as an artist 
at that time in such meaningful ways 
with such inspiring communities.

— Suzanne Roberts Smith  
& Mestre Sérgio Xocolate, 

Artist Facilitators

It was a pleasantly memorable experience with everyone involved from 
Arts Etobicoke. I even miss that I won’t be able to volunteer there for 
this upcoming event. 

As an individual I find that this is one of the few times I’m actually 
doing things in the community, which let me interact and get to 

know my community better. In the end, considering the 
pandemic it gave people a chance to go outside and 
enjoy themselves. 

— Gabriel Mejia Uzeda, Volunteer
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The North Etobicoke Mural Project explore all elements of mural making. Together they 
created mural designs that will be painted alongside 
designs from the nearly 40 women and non-binary 
artists from Women Paint. 

We have spent the year meeting community members, 
participating in community consultations, and engaging 
in deep-level outreach. Our Community Cultural Leader 
Harleen and Special Projects Manager John have been 
knocking on doors, talking to community members, and 
sharing project information (in four languages).

With support from 
StreetARToronto

Arts Etobicoke with Bareket Kezwer (Women Paint), StreetARToronto, and 
supporting partners, Mural Routes and The STEPS Initiative, have been 
working on this incredible project since winter 2020. Currently set to be 
painted on Rexdale Blvd near HWY 427 by October 2021, the mural project 
sees dozens of individual murals woven together to create one uniform 
project centering on the theme of Natural Resilience. 

In summer 2020, we delivered art packages to community members’ homes 
while they were in isolation. The packages had everything they needed to 
participate in Mural School. These “school” workshops were led by our four 
lead artists—Bareket Kezwer, Moises Frank, Natalie Very B., and Kaya Joan. 
The workshops allowed participants to explore different elements of mural 
making and created a safe space for residents to express themselves and 
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Augmented Reality in the Village of Islington Lead Artists: Philip Cote, Susan Blight, Colette Murray,  
Luke Garwood.

Community Artists: Ashley Beerdat, Karun Ramani,  
Shabnam Afrand, Aitak Sorahitalab, Natalie Very B., Akshata Naik

 
Augmented Reality in the Village 
of Islington is presented as a part 
of ArtworxTO: Toronto’s Year of 
Public Art 2021-2022.

A City of Toronto  
Cultural Hotspot  
Signature Project

The Village of Islington is home to 30 historical murals that, while beautiful, are singular 
in their focus and represent a settler viewpoint. We decided to embark on a project that 
would support and complement the murals while telling a more fulsome narrative with 
particular interest in exploring the community through Indigenous, Black, and newcomer  viewpoints; making 

sure to explore the stories and experiences of the first peoples and the residents and 
business owners who now populate the Village of Islington. Arts Etobicoke 
commissioned 13 augmented reality experiences from local artists, with the 
help of our technology partners, Albedo Informatics and launched them in 
June 2021. We launched the mural augmentations with support from local 
businesses handing out free treats, self and staff guided tours, and music to 

animate the streets while people toured the new art experiences. 
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Arts In Isolation
Arts Etobicoke worked with our 
partners, artists, facilitators, and 
community members to quickly 
respond to the needs that arose 
during the COVID-19 lockdowns 
and isolation. We didn’t miss 
a single week of programming 
and even created new programs 
and initiatives to make sure that 
everyone in West Toronto had the 
opportunity to access arts and 
culture during a challenging year. 

Our Arts in Isolation program 
featured many accessible 
programs in a wide variety of arts 
disciplines for all ages! Arts in 
Isolation included online After 
School Arts classes for children 
and youth; Crafting in Quarantine 

YouTube videos 
for seniors;  

Instagram Studio tours with over 
43 artists; two Spotlight Etobicoke 
events showcasing 27 performers; 
Saturday Art Classes for children, 
youth, adults, and seniors; Art 
Package Delivery for families living 
in high-density housing; 

Spoken Word classes for all 
ages on Instagram Live; and 
a Digital Pride series curated 
and hosted by Tanya Neumeyer 
with performances from Tanya, 
Chocolate Baby Daddy, Cassandra 
Myers, and Jennifer Alicia. 



Storefront Gallery
Even though our physical doors 
have been closed during the 
COVID-19 lockdown, we have 
been active online and in our 
windows! We hosted our second 
digital Juried Art Show complete 
with an interactive “Be The 
Curator” feature. We launched an 
online gallery and sales platform 
and have incredible work for sale 
from amazing local artists  
Dana Zivkovic, Darlene Kulig, 

David Chinyama, Jacintha Krish, 
Mr. Hydde, Natalie Very B., and 
Philip Cote. We also invited these 
artists to animate our Storefront 
window for a month each, creating 
vibrant and engaging displays to 
connect with our community while 
we are closed. 

I have had the pleasure to work with Arts Etobicoke (AE) for many years 
now and I want to express my gratitude for trusting me with numerous 
workshops, mural projects, and gallery shows. It is an honour to be 
continually invited to participate in AE’s programming. I am always 
met with kindness, patience, and accommodations when it comes 

to AE staff and coordinators. It is beautiful to see this organization 
flourish and develop to allow more people to get closer to the art 
world. AE’s creative spirit encourages people of all ages to be fully 
present in their own creative self-expression.

— Natalie Very B. 

Mr. Hydde
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EDGE: Youth Art Show
Our 24th annual EDGE: Youth 
Art Show was slightly different 
from our traditional exhibitions. 
We went digital and expanded 
our supplementary programming 
to include three weeks of online 
workshops that taught students 
new skills, explored life as a 
professional artist, and addressed 
mental health concerns through 
arts practices. 

The workshops were developed 
after Town Hall sessions with local 
youth and designed based on 
their feedback. The exhibition 
itself was a huge success with 
students participating from across 
the city and a fun, interactive  
“Be The Curator” feature with 
nearly 100 submissions. 

Despite this past school year’s 
unpredictable schedule of pivoting 
between in person and entirely 
online teaching schedules, Arts 
Etobicoke encouraged and 
supported high schools throughout 
the Toronto region to exhibit their 
students’ art in a virtual art show. 
The students at Weston C. I. felt 
honoured to have their art on exhibit 
in this virtual exhibit. This was one 
of the few opportunities we had this 
year to exhibit our students’ work. 

I also appreciated the opportunity 
Arts Etobicoke offered to the 
public to “curate” their own 
smaller exhibit of 10 - 15 artworks. 
These smaller collections gave us 
a view of this art through the lens 
of the students who made these 
choices. Viewing this art 
prompted them to discuss 
the work and realize 
that they were not the 
only teens struggling 
through 

uncertain times during this 
pandemic. They enjoyed 
discussing art made by their peers 
and this opportunity also allowed 
them to inform me of the themes 
and techniques they wanted to 
explore during their extracurricular 
activity time.

Thank you, Arts Etobicoke!

— Irene Faiz, 
Teacher, Weston C. I.
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This year I was involved in several 
opportunities for the EDGE: Youth 
Art Show. I attended workshops 
for illustration with Meegan Lim 
and a digital painting workshop 
with Jieun June Kim. As someone 
attending college for illustration this 
upcoming fall it was nice to have 
courses that could help expand 
my techniques and better prepare 
me. I only had time to participate 
in a few workshops but there were 
several others I was interested in 
and wanted to attend. There was 

a lot of good variety, definitely 
something for everyone. I also took 
part in the virtual curation contest, 
and even ended up winning! My 
show is titled Forms of Dissociation 
and touches on the aspects of 
disassociation and how that has 
become a coping mechanism 
for many during COVID-19. I 
participated in the contest as a 
part of a school assignment but 
was excited to find out it made an 
impact and resonated with others. 
There was such an amazing range 

of artworks to choose from for my 
curated show that it came together 
really easily for me. Overall, the 
EDGE: Youth Art Show has been 
very beneficial because it's allowed 
young artists, such as myself, a 
chance to interact with professional 
artists and the opportunity to get 
our art recognized. 
 
— Ali Brew, Grade 12 student 

Selections from 
The Forms of Dissociation 
curated by Ali

1. Viktoriya Aylyarova,  
Dreams

2. Christina Dinh, 
Flower Mask

3. Frederica Trenev, 
Self Reflection

4. Emily Burke Hall, 
Two Faced

5. Waylon Smith, 
New Normal

6. Rowan White, 
Self-Portrait

7. Zandry Torma,  
It’s in the Eyes

8. Zachary Daneman, 
Introspection

6

6

1 

3

2 4 

5 
7 8
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The COVID-19 pandemic is 
something that greatly disturbed 
and impacted all of our lives. For 
me, the pandemic meant that my 
first year of high school would 
not be how I imagined it. As a 
young aspiring artist, I knew how 
important the next few years would 
be in shaping my future, and I was 
greatly disappointed as I found 
out a lot of the art galleries and art 
shows I was interested in getting 
involved with would be closed due 

to the pandemic. Then one day my 
art teacher introduced us to Arts 
Etobicoke, specifically the EDGE: 
Youth Art Show. I was interested 
and visited the website a while 
later, signing up for several of the 
workshops being hosted. In those 
workshops I was able to meet real 
artists and art professors, and learn 
a variety of skills such as portrait 
painting, photographing artwork, 
and even how to have a successful 
art account on Instagram. 

This year’s EDGE: Youth Art Show 
was a way for me to move forward 
with life despite the pandemic. It 
was a way that I could reach out 
and connect with other artists, 
learn about different career paths 
and art techniques, despite the 
current restrictions. Within the 
hosted workshops I was able to 
learn technical and creative skills 
that will be beneficial to me in my 
future as an artist. 

I was able to learn about different 
art universities, and about life as 
an artist. In the Artist Connect, I 
was able to showcase my artwork 
and get useful feedback. Most 
importantly, I was able to establish 
valuable connections with people 
who I otherwise might not have 
met.

— Sabrina Gao, Grade 9 student
Jersey Stuart, Marsha P. Johnson

Stephanie Li, Amabie
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Scholarships
Arts Etobicoke administers 18 scholarships to 
students pursuing education in secondary and 
post secondary arts institutions. These scholarships 
are given annually and in perpetuity through an 
endowment fund at the Ontario Arts Foundation. 
We have recently added two new scholarships, 
The Louise Garfield Award at Nightwood Theatre 
(created in honour of Louise’s 14 years as Arts 
Etobicoke’s Executive Director) and the Sheila 
Tait Scholarship to be awarded to a student at 
Thistletown Collegiate Institute.

As a refugee, ‘home’ is a feeling that I am constantly in 
search of,” says Arshadi. “Art and storytelling are what 
have brought me closer to that. With the brilliant Anna 
Chatterton and the story we wanted to tell, I was  
connected to Nightwood Theatre, one of the few 
places in this world that I can call home! It is a kind and 
generous space that has allowed me to be true to myself 

and the stories I’ve chosen to express. I am deeply 
honoured and thankful for being the recipient 
of the Louise Garfield Award presented by 
Nightwood Theatre.

— Shahrzad Arshadi, inaugural  
Louise Garfield Award Recipient

What a joy! This award in my name was a gift from Arts Etobicoke when I retired. I was really happy to be 
able to direct it to Nightwood Theatre, for a senior feminist artist to create new work. It completes a wobbly, 
uneven circle. Years ago, Nightwood nurtured The Clichettes in the early stages of our development. It was 
part of the root system for feminist artists in Toronto. So the idea of bringing along another wave of artists to 

be supported while they create new work is so satisfying. My heartfelt thanks to Arts Etobicoke 
and Nightwood Theatre for the honour. And today I want to offer my best wishes to Shahrzad 
Arshadi as the first recipient of the award. The only blue note is that we are not all gathering  
in person to celebrate with her. Congratulations from afar, Shahrzad!

— Louise Garfield, Former Arts Etobicoke Executive Director
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EXPLORING COMMUNITY ARTS AND CULTURE IN ETOBICOKE: 
VISUALIZING DEEP DATA

Exploring Community Arts and 
Culture in Etobicoke: Visualizing 
Deep Data is a federally funded 
digital strategies research program. 
It is a story gathering and artist-led 
data collection project with a goal 
to interpret and visualize data so 
as to better map and evaluate arts 
needs and delivery in Etobicoke. 

We will be using all the information 
collected to help us discover 
methods to better understand 
the community, develop stronger 
and more inclusive programming, 
visualize our findings, and share our 
information with the community  
at large. How have we been 
doing this? Through interviews, 

online workshops, surveys, and 
consultations. All of these methods 
have been facilitated by our 
team of seven Community Story 
Coordinators and our Community 
Research Coordinator. 
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HOW WE GET IT DONE!

Everything we do is in 
collaboration with our incredible 
volunteers, staff, members, 
partners, funders, artists, and our 
donors. It’s only with their support 
and investment that we can 
deliver meaningful arts and culture 
experiences in West Toronto. 

Our volunteer program offers 
community members a variety 
of ways to connect with their 
neighbours and develop new 
skills. Even though this year was 
a strange one filled with digital 
programming, we still had great 
support from our dedicated 
volunteers. Thank you for your 
generosity of time and spirit. 

Volunteers
Anne Simpson
Anuja Thakar
Amanpreet Matharu
Ben Liu
Bhairavi Vijayakumar
Collette Murray
Dhruv Mahajan
Dominique Sanguinetti
Elizabeth Malak
Erica Cristobal
Gabriel Mejia Uzeda
Ina Anthony
Julia Rim Shepard

Karam Tawfiq
Katherine Uzeda
Kathryn Asaro
Khalilah Brooks
Krista Parker
Lorraine De Gasperis
Marilyn Cade
Mark Zadorozny
Michelle Gauci
Michelle Marchetti
Moira Ness
Rozeta Aleksov
Sonya Young
Veronica Bila

Volunteer Spotlight — Lorraine De Gasperis
I began volunteering with Arts Etobicoke’s after school programs with the 
children 6 years old to 12 years old in 2018. What a gratifying experience, 
interacting with these young people through art, music, and games is 
such a joy.  

I also experienced working in the Park Party program setting 
up stations, meeting new families in the community, 
enjoying the laughter and curiosity of the children in the 
different programs offered. Volunteering has made me 
feel part of my community allowing me to use my abilities 
and experience to share joy. Arts Etobicoke staff have been 

so kind to me and I will forever be grateful. Thank you 
to you all for bringing me on-board as a volunteer.
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Staff
Akshata Naik, Program and Gallery Manager
Alina Kuzma (August 2020), Project Coordinator
Dani De Angelis (August 2020), Project Coordinator
Heather Ervin, Development & Communications Manager
Ian Dodds, Development & Communications Coordinator
John Del Rosario, Special Projects Manager
Kshama Patel, Operations Manager
Magdiel Espinal, Community Research Coordinator
Sair Raut (June 2021), Outreach Coordinator
Wendy Rading, Executive Director

Board of Directors
Anuja Thakar
Ben Liu
Collette Murray
Dhruv Mahajan
Dominique Sanguinetti, 
Chair

Elizabeth Malak
Erica Cristobal
Karam Tawfiq
Ina Anthony

Julia Rim Shepard
Kathryn Asaro
Khalilah Brooks
Krista Parker
Marilyn Cade, Treasurer
Mark Zadorozny
Michelle Gauci, Vice Chair
Moira Ness
Rozeta Aleksov
Veronica BilaStaff

Retired November 2020:  
Lone Smith, Michelle Marchetti, Nancy Newton
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Donor List
Abir AbouelSaadat
Alex Fantin
Alice Cordeiro-Socha
Alicia Zavitz
Amita Shah
Andrea Lambert
Angus Campbell
Assa Timera
Beth Pollock
Beverly Clarkson
Bob Luker

Brenda Sturino
Carmen Marulanda-
Ocampo

Carolanne MacLean
Carolyn Colagiovanni
Cassandra Fernandes
Christine Audet
Claudia Di Nucci
Dale Lang
Darcy G. Rector
Dominique Sanguinetti

Don Moffat
Eileen Roehr
Elaine Krueger
Elen (Alex) Bovkis
Garrett Birmingham
Georgina Tangey
Gerald Smith
Gertrude Armbrust
Haijin Lee
Heather Ervin
Ian Esquival

Ina Anthony
Janine Kinch
Jason Wozencroft
Jeffrey Hirvonen
Jesse Rading
Joan Ervin
Julia Rim Shepard
Karl Sprogis
Katherine Fisher-Laxa
Khadija Aziz
Kirsty Burgum

Krista Parker
Kshama Patel
Laura Byl
Lesley Stodart
Linda M. Ervin
Lola Macanowicz
Louise Garfield
Marilyn Cade
Marjorie Devine
Mary Ashley
Mary Lou Meiers

Maureen Harris
Meena Devi
Megan Cugliari
Melanie Adriano
Michelle Gauci
Milena Lazaroski
Mirna L. Chacín
Mona Patel
Myrna Berlin
Natasha Gill
Norma Lundberg

Patricia McPhail
Penelope Ikonomakis
Priti Mehta
Ralph & Mary Prentice
Robert Marchetti
Robin McPhail-Dempsey
Ron Nakagawa
Rowena Katigbak
Rozeta Aleksov
Sharon Kawabata
Sheila Tait

Sladana Zivkovic
Suzan Hall
Suzanne Breen
Syliva Elliot
Terri Plante
Theresa Bryson
Virginia Reimer
Wendy Cox
Wendy Rading
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Corporate donors 
Little Tweet Apparel Inc.
Maxemum Property Managment LTD 
(The PSGroup of Companies)

22 Division Community Police 
Liaison Committee

In-kind donors
Surface Impressions
Dulux Colour
StarMetroland

Foundations & Service 
Clubs

Government Support

                

                              

Member List
Aruna Jamadagni
Ben Liu
Brenda Lambi
Charlie Harrison
Christine Audet
Cinna Faveri
Collette Murray
Deepa Narang
Dominique Sanguinetti
Don Moffat
Donald Wilson

Eileen Roehr
Elizabeth Jay
Elizabeth Malak
Gerald Smith
Ina Anthony
Jane Voll
Jenneen Shortreed
Julia Rim Shepard
Karl Sprogis
Katherine Bosnitch
Kathryn “RaRa” Asaro 
Mayers

Krista Parker
Leslie Becker
Lisa Murzin
Loretta Faveri
Marilyn Cade
Mark Zadorozni
Megan Cugliari
Michelle Gauci
Moira Ness
Nancy Moniz
Nancy Newton

Natalie Lehkyj
Pat Rice
Ross Breen
Rozeta Aleksov
Sarah Leonard
Sharon Kawabata
Sladana Zivkovic
Sonya Young
Suzan Hall
Veronica Bila

An agency of the Government of Ontario
Un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario
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Afiwi Groove School Raji AujlaShabnam Afrand Khadija AzizMeryem AlaouiTanveer Alam Jennifer Alicia Amnna Attia

Josh Brownrigg Akim BurkeOksana Berda Mirna ChacínAshley Beerdat Hector CentenoSusan Blight Jessica Bowmer

Maureen Da Silva Idil Djafer Jason DoellIan Mitchell DoddsBlack Stars Collective Yvonne DuahPhilip Cote A. Dunsmuir

Mary Anne Garcia Rachel GauntlettLuke Garwood Elizabeth Gilerovitch Victoria Gilerovitch Paula Hartmann

Jazz West Studios Caroline Ji Jessica Jiang Kaya Joan

Guyson Kuruneri (GEESUNKVISUALS)

Maya Kachra Asefeh Katoozian

Darlene Kulig Alan Kulka Aliza Kuzma

Collette Murray Lisa Murzin Cassandra Myers Kate NankervisNazli Nahidi

Rafia Shafiq Talie Shalmon

Marjan Verstappen Adina Vlasov

Craig Doyle Henry

Max Keyzer Sunaina Khandelwal

Jeremy Sale Nicolas Sanchez Jeremy Scinocca

Styx Diane Sullivan Susha Suresh Maryem Tollier Tiffany Tsai

ARTISTS

Alexandra Iorgu Melad Jajou

Jacob Kovacevic (J.K. Matthews) Jacintha Krish

Tanya Neumeyer Sahra Nur Phuong Nguyen

Shashann Kat Signature Agamjot Singh Suzanne Roberts Smith Aitak Sorahitalab

Suchiththa Wickremesooriya Michelina Williamson Mestre Sérgio Xocolate Sonya Young

Zahra BaduaNatalie Very B. Ayan Bashir Sasha Bateman Jenneen Beattie (Keepsakes Canada) Roderick Beattie (Red and the Ramblers)

Natalie Chattargoon Skylar Cheung Jenny Chen David Chinyama Ola CichyChocolate Baby Daddy

Kinnon Elliott Ruben Esguerra Lamia Firasta Moises Frank Charles Fiado (Focal Cadence) Timaj GaradHana El-Sharabasy

Daelin Henschel Kal Honey Quinn Hopkins Abdifatah Hussein (Hidaayah House) Angela Iarocci

Kim-Lee Kho Jieun June Kim Josh Kornelow (Castor Woodworks)

Carmen Leardi Sarah Leonard

Suzi Khoury

Meegan Lim Serena Mansuco Khalua Mazhar Sanaaj Mirrie Chris Mitchell Yusra Mukhtar

Gloria O’koye Maria Ordonez Shaniece Philips Faye Pickrem Karun Ramani

Vasundhara Sriganesh Samara Stern

Sonia Stillo Sharon Zarita Katelyn Zeng Sladana Zivkovic
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FINANCIALS
Statement of Operations & Changes  
in Net Assets for the year ended  
June 30, 2021

The presentation of the Fiscal 2020-2021 
Condensed Statement of Financial Position and 
Condensed Statement of Financial Operations 
are derived from the Audited Statements of Arts 
Etobicoke, dated June 30, 2021, as audited by 
J&J, Chartered Professional Accountants. The full 
audit and accompanying notes may be obtained by 
contacting 416-622-8731.

2021 2020

LIABILITIES $ $

Current

Account payable & accrued liabilities 42,353 18,788

Goverment remittances payable 952 –

43,305 18,788

Deferred revenue 660,629 568,420

TOTAL LIABILITIES 703,934 587,208

2021 2020

ASSETS $ $

Current

Cash and cash equivalents 707,226 396,342

Investments 312,505 488,996

Accounts receivable 4,958 15,847

HST recoverable 10,111 2,276

Prepaid expenses & deposits 5,637 7,158

1,040,437 910,619

Capital 2,362 9,964

Art collection 1 1

TOTAL ASSETS 1,042,800 920,584

2021 2020

NET ASSETS

Net assets – unrestricted 338,866 333,376

TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS 1,042,800 920,584
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Statement of Operations & Changes  
in Net Assets as of June 30, 2021

2021 2020

EXPENSES $ $

Wages and benefits 399,939 317,087

Artist fees 309,330 177,268

Contract staff and fundraising fees 89,883 33,473

Exhibitions and programs 72,673 83,479

Member communications 61,018 94,347

Rent 56,761 51,138

Marketing and promotion 34,088 65,451

Office and general 22,850 24,105

Education 18,357 44,182

Art donation 16,550 –

2021 2020

EXPENSES (CONT’D) $ $

Premises expenses 11,839 10,242

Depreciation 7,602 10,413

Legal and audit fees 7,507 5,895

Telephone and internet 7,313 6,509

Miscellaneous 6,742 14,653

Bank charges and interest 2,610 2,603

TOTAL EXPENSES 1,125,062 940,845

Excess of revenues over expenses 5,490 9,514

Fund balance, beginning of year 333,376 323,862

FUND BALANCE, END OF YEAR 338,866 333,376

2021 2020

REVENUES $ $

Government grants 808,201 713,395

Donations 240,005 132,340

Interest and investments 42,292 19,470

Workshops and program fees 24,055 60,851

Art and rental sales 10,271 11,556

Membership 4,271 5,057

Fundraising events 1,457 535

Wage subsidies – 7,155

TOTAL REVENUES 1,130,552 950,359



A COMMUNITY OF PARTNERS 22 Division Community Police Liaison Committee Alex SongAlbedo Informatics

Central Etobicoke Youth Agency
City of Toronto, Department of Culture & Economic Development

Empire Market Cafe

Etobicoke Camera Club Etobicoke Centennial Choir
Etobicoke Historical Society

Etobicoke School of the Arts

Humber College Arts Administration  
and Cultural Management Program

Humber College Music Program
Humber Summit Residents’ Association

Jumblies Theatre Karun Ramani

Keosha Love
Khadija Aziz

Khaula Mazhar
Let’s Get Together TO

Lisa Murzin Luke Garwood Mai Bistro

OCAD University

Community Impact 
Consulting

Philip Cote Rexdale Community Health Centre

Scarborough Arts

Sheridan 
College

Sketch Working Arts

Tanya Neumeyer Twenty Twenty Arts

Albion Boys and Girls Club Albion Library Art Gallery of Ontario ArtHeart

Dixon Road TO East End Arts

Etobicoke Seniors Support Services
European Patisserie

FixtPoint

Department of Public Memory

Franklin Carmichael Art Gallery

Islington Junior  
Middle School

Islington United Church

Jason Doell

Kingsview Village Westway NAP

Kingsway Conservatory of Music
Kingsway Humber Kiwanis Lakeshore Arts

Montgomery’s Inn Neighbourhood Arts Network

Neilson Park Creative Centre
North York Arts

Rexdale Women’s Centre Richview Library Rotary Toronto West

Somali Women & Children’s Support Network
Stage Ten

Surface Impression

Urban Arts
Vibe Arts

Village of Islington BIA Virtual Curtain



ETOBICOKE CULTURAL 
COOKBOOK

From our explorations and 
interviews with community 
members, we know that everyone 
has been cooking up a storm 
during the lockdown restrictions.  
Have you been trying something 
new or perfecting a family recipe? 
We want to hear about it! 

Arts Etobicoke is working on the Etobicoke 
Cultural Cookbook and we hope you will consider 
contributing your favourite recipe. This is a way for 
us to discover more about our community members, 
their culinary passions, and the art of food.  
The cookbook will also serve as a fundraiser for  
Arts Etobicoke in light of the cancellation of two  
years of our annual food themed fundraising gala  
— The Artful Palate. 

You can submit by scanning the QR code or visiting  
www.artsetobicoke.com/projects/cultural-cookbook 
and filling out our online form. 

Or you can join us for an interactive food and recipe 
sharing online event. 

You can sign up for our Whatcha’ Cooking workshop 
by emailing Magdiel@artsetobicoke.com. 

Everyone who submits a 
recipe online between 
October 1, 2021 and  
June 30, 2022 will be  
entered into a draw to win  
a $100 gift certificate to a  
local Etobicoke restaurant. 
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Photo credits
Arts Etobicoke:  
pages 1, 12-13, 24-25, 26-27

Khadija Aziz:  
p54, top 

Catherine Cachia  
instagram @catherinecachia 
Cover, inside front cover, page 14

Focal Cadence instagram @focalcadence:  
Cover, page 2, 18-19, 50

GEESUNKVISUALS 
instagram @geesunkvisuals:  
pages 4-5, 6, 16, 22-23, 57

Sharon Mendonca  
instagram @sharonmendonca_  
Cover, pages 13, 14-15, 49 

Lisa Murzin 
instagram @lisamurzin_photographer: 
headshots on pages 11, 12, 19, 27, 
29, 37, 39, 40

Jeremy Sale instagram @jeremeysale:  
pages 3, 9-11, 28

Unsplash.com:  
p54, CW from right: Charles 
Deluvio, Jonathan Borba, Emy.  
 
The following photos are courtesy 
the artists: pages 13, 24-25, 34-35 

Report design: Kohila Kurunathan 
www.kohila.com

HOW CAN YOU HELP

Arts Etobicoke is a people-focused 
organization and we create ways for 
you to give back to your community 
through volunteerism, sponsorship, 
patronage, and donorship. 

Your contribution will not only 
increase exceptional arts experiences 
within West Toronto neighbourhoods, 
you will also provide opportunities for 
people to grow, push the boundaries 
of what they think possible, and have 
the freedom to create. 

If you want more information about 
what we do, how to register for 
programs, volunteer, become a 
member, teach a class, join the 
board, or become a donor, please 
contact us!

Contact Info
www.artsetobicoke.com
4893A Dundas Street West 
416-622-8731 
info@artsetobicoke.com
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Why Should You Support  
Arts Etobicoke?  
Now more than ever we need 
your financial support to sustain 
compelling, engaging, meaningful 
arts and culture activities in 
West Toronto. Funding cuts and 
increased competition for resources 
will have a significant negative 
impact on Arts Etobicoke. We need 
sustained support from private 
donors and corporate sponsors to 
meet our community’s needs. 
www.artsetobicoke.com

“Two-thirds of arts and culture 
organizations reported a decline 
in revenue, with a median 
decline of 50%.” 

“The vast majority, 72% of arts, 
culture, heritage, and tourism 
organizations, strongly agree that 
future government cutbacks could 
have a bigger impact than the 
pandemic itself.” 

“Arts, culture, and recreation 
organizations embrace the broad 
range of health and other social 
benefits that come through 
engagement and need reliable 
long-term support to continue to 
meet community needs.” 

— Toronto Foundation Fallout Report, 2020


